Chapter Two
What are the political and economic
implications of ‘cultural exchange’ in Europe?

Parallel economies: Izmailovo Market Moscow

Peter Mörtenböck & Helge Mooshammer

A striking facet among the many contradictions affected by the global economic system is the resurgence of markets as prime sites of struggles
relating to questions of governance and self-governance. Markets have turned into a stage upon which battles over existing societal order and
alternative forms of organisation are smouldering. Izmailovo is the largest open market in Europe, its foot print three times larger than the
Moscow Kremlin. More than 100,000 workers, traders and buyers frequent the location on a busy weekend. The former site of the historic
Izmailovo village and the Royal Estate 15 kilometres east of the Kremlin, Izmailovo served as one of the main venues to host the XXII Olympic
Games in 1980. The Olympic event facilitated the regeneration of the 1930s “Stalinets” stadium at Izmailovo, the construction of a new allpurpose sports hall for the weightlifting tournaments and, on the southern fringes of today’s market area close to the metro station Partisanskaya,
the biggest hotel complex built for the Olympics to accommodate some 10,000 visitors and participants.
As public investments into the sports facilities decreased after the Olympic Games, owing to the worsening ﬁnancial situation of the Soviet
Union and especially after the demise of the USSR, traders began to move into vacated parts of the complex and to use ever expanding sectors
of the adjacent outdoor area. In 1989 a private company took charge of the stadium and, while keeping the football pitch intact, developed it
into a curious mix of historico-cultural venues and sports and health facilities, equipped with massage and beauty parlours, a shooting gallery,
an underground concert hall, a war time museum, restaurants and other recreational facilities open to the general public. Assisted by the rapidly
sprawling Eurasian market, the former sports complex has been transformed into a fathomless labyrinth of improvised stands, containers,
warehouses and open market areas. The stadium and its new amenities are completely engulfed and dwarfed by thousands of small retail spaces
of what is one of the largest European hubs for goods, capital and humans. More than 80 hectares of retail area, Moscow’s Izmailovo market,
and its Cherkoizovsky Rynok in particular, are one of the most important nodes in the transnational suitcase trade between Eastern Europe, China,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, the Caucasus region and Turkey. Traders travel long distances in crowded overnight buses or lorries to buy large amounts
of goods which they sell on at domestic markets.
One of the ironies of Izmailovo consists in the fact that its sprawling main part is itself masked by a quixotic mis-en-scene: A maze of wooden
turrets and walkways, the souvenir market Vernisazh is a popular tourist attraction in Moscow. It is located towards the southern tip of the
market, shielded off from the hustle and bustle of the adjoining subsistence economies through a mock wooden fortress which provides the
backdrop to a bewildering array of matrioshka stalls, Soviet memorabilia, Russian handicraft, Central Asian rugs, antique busts, Georgian
shashliki, street performers, and bear shows. Considered to be the world’s largest exhibition-fair, Vernisazh houses a leisure centre named “The
Russian Court” which boasts the reconstructed Palace of Tzar Alexander and is expected to become part of a new ambitious project to set up a
large-scale Trade Centre in the heart of Izmailovo.
While nested dolls may be Vernisazh’s best selling item, the market moulds itself into a gigantic urban matrioshka. Izmailovo is a place
of extreme geopolitical entanglement: The touristy Vernisazh points out the illusory expectations generated by the Western market; these
expectations ﬁnd their match next door in the informal economies of Eastern transitory societies. The entire market is made up of a plenitude of
parallel worlds, zones of Soviet planning interspersed with zones of wild capitalism and numerous deregulated zones of cultural co-existence
whose presence is hardly known to an outside world. As is the case with the cultural renaissance of the 15,000 Caucasian Mountain Jews in
Moscow whose central synagogue is a carpeted room measuring 30-feet-by-eight-feet under the stands of the multi-faceted Izmailovo stadium.
Arguably, the organising principles of informal markets may not be ideal blueprints for sustainable alternative economies, open community
projects and new bonds of worldwide solidarity. The proliﬁc networks of informal trade, however, adhere to a form of amalgamation which
relies on practices of sustained contradiction. An experimental theatre of civil society, it highlights the open-ended outcome of operations that
emerge from principles of increasing self-organisation.

http://www.networkedcultures.org
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________________________________________________________
From: Martinez-Holler, Ana [mailto:stargirl@hollywoodchamber.net]
Sent: 01 June 2007 18:51
To: Suzana Tamamovic
Subject: RE: Walk of Fame - nominations submission question

The deadline was yesterday. We cannot accept anymore.
Just so you know, we do not cover the costs of the stars. We are a non proﬁt group.
Call me please. 323 468-1376.
_____________________
Ana Martinez-Holler
Vice President, Media Relations
Hollywood Walk of Fame

7018 Hollywood Blvd.
Promoting Hollywood
Hollywood, CA 90028
Assisting the Community
Tel: 323 469 8311 ext. 27
Creating a Strong Economy
Press: 323 468 1376
Political & Legislative Action
Fax: 323 469 2805
Networking & Promoting Your Business
www.hollywoodchamber.net
__________________________________________________________
From: Suzana Tamamovic [mailto:suzana@tamamovic.freeserve.co.uk]
Sent: Friday, June 01, 2007 9:49 AM
To: ‘info@hollywoodchamber.net’
Cc: Martinez-Holler, Ana
Subject: Walk of Fame - nominations submission question
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to you with hope that you will be able to answer few questions regarding nomination procedure for award of star in Hollywood Walk of
Fame.
I understand that the nomination has to be done via ofﬁcial Walk of Fame nomination application form, however I have problems ﬁlling in the
application I have downloaded from your website for the following reasons:
1.

Application form gives restricted options regarding ﬁeld of contribution of nominee. Your website states that “The criteria for receiving
a star consists of the following: professional achievement, longevity of ﬁve years or more, contributions to the community and the
guarantee that the celebrity will attend the dedication ceremony if selected.” The group of individuals I would like to nominate all fulﬁl
this criteria: their achievements are tremendous (as it will be clearly visible in each ones nomination form), coming from different parts of
world all now residing in United Kingdom their contribution to the community is unique and enviable, mostly for a period of over 5 years,
and ﬁnally they would all love to attend dedication ceremony. For all these reasons they deserve their place on Walk of Fame and I would
love to be able to prove this fact to you by nominating them, however your application form does only cover arts of Motion picture, Live
Theater, Television, Recording, Radio and Posthumous category. Would you be able to make an exception and consider awarding stars
for unique contribution to the Art of Survival?

2.

I am also concern about the cost of installation and maintenance of the stars should my nominees get selected. At $25,000 a piece and
due to a large number of nominees I would like to put forward, this cost would amount to a sum far too large for my sponsors to cover.
Seeing that this is for a good cause and all nominees are refugees or asylum seekers, would Hollywood Chamber of Commerce who I
believe own Walk of Fame be able to cover the cost of stars? Or maybe some of the other stars would be able to donate some money for
this charitable cause and in order to celebrate the lives of these true, but less fortunate stars? Any other suggestions regarding raising
funds to cover the cost would be appreciated.

3.

I understand nominations are a very slow process and they are valid for two years, so in theory it could take couple of years before
we would know if nominees are selected and considerable time before they would actually see their star imbedded. Is there a form of
acknowledgement that you provide for the people who are nominated?

4.

Finally, if Hollywood Chamber of Commerce decides that option to award stars for contribution to art of survival wouldn’t be appropriate
for a Hollywood Walk of Fame would you consider approving creation of “mini” Walk of Fame here in London, featuring these nominated
people? Basically if we create concrete slabs to your speciﬁcations (which I believe we can and at a reduced cost) and ﬁnd suitable
place to house them would you be able to endorse it? As a special Art of Survival Walk of Fame, so to speak?

Could you please answer my questions at your earliest convenience as I would like to be able to proceed with these nominations ASAP.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,
Suzana Tamamovic
BAT studios
181-183 Bow Road
London E3 2SJ
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)789 454 9309
suzana@tamamovic.freeserve.co.uk
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- The magazine for manifold remarks and unlike identities www.setuptolerance.dk
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Proposal for the
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
COM-EU(2007) 02 final

Cabinet Société Réaliste Conseil’s proposal for a COUNCIL DECISION on a Community
position concerning a limited sovereignty on Factoring activities for EU-based Romani communities.
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
In the following proposal for a Council Decision, two main descriptors are used: « Factoring » (a) and « EU-based Romani communities » (b).
(a) « Factoring » (also called accounts receivable financing) shall be understand as a commercial finance activity that consists in the selling of a
company's accounts receivable, at a discount, to a factor, who then assumes the credit risk of the account debtors and receives cash as the debtors
settle their accounts. No longer depending on the conversion of accounts receivable to cash from the actual payment from their customers, which
takes place on typical 30-to-90-day terms, businesses benefit from the acceleration of cash flow by obtaining cash from the factor equal to the face
value of the sold accounts receivable, less a factor's fee.
(b) « EU-based Romani communities » (also called Roma or Rroma) are an ethnic group living in several EU communities (significantly in Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, United Kingdom). EU Romanies are between 2,524,642 and
6,344,000 people (depending on the type of census).
Proposal for a COUNCIL DECISION on a Community position concerning a monopoly on Factoring activities for EU-based Romani communities.
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community,
Having regard to the proposal from Société Réaliste,
Whereas:
(1) The « EU-based Romani communities » are targets of economic and political discrimination, they are notably less-developped than other EU-based
communities, meanwhile the transnational and sporadic dimension of these communities causes problems of traditional political and cultural
representation on an EU level;
(2) Activities of « Factoring » became central in the sustainable development of the EU economy (143% average growth rate of factoring turnover
since the year 20001);
(3) The EU should look at exemplary solutions by which economic activities with limited sovereignty have previously helped evolving underdevelopped communities, notably in the US context with the Minority Business Enterprise model and more precisely with the 1988's Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act (IGRA), setting the terms for how Native American tribal entities are permitted to operate gambling businesses on Indian reservations
free of state regulation;
(4) Self-financed ways of political representation shall be found having regard to the mission and statuses of The Council of the European Union
which is founding international partner organization of the Decade of Roma Inclusion, beside the World Bank, the Open Society Institute, the United
Nations Development Program, the Council of Europe Development Bank, the Contact Point for Roma and Sinti Issues of the Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, the European Roma Information Office, the European
Roma and Travellers Forum, the European Roma Rights Centre and the Roma Education Fund.
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:
The position to be adopted by the European Community is that a Roma Factoring Regulatory Act (RFRA) shall be ratified as soon as the EU Roma
Roving Parliament (see EU2RP Act, COM(2007) 368 final) will be constituted. This act shall set the terms for how Roma European entities are
permitted to operate Factoring businesses free of tax and regulation. The overall benefits of these activities shall be awarded to: i/ the development
and consolidation of RFRA-related activities; ii/ the funding of the EU Roma Roving Parliament; iii/ the funding of programmes for the Sustainable
Development of EU-based Romani communities.

Done at Paris, Thursday 28 June 2007.
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CH: So what are the political and economic implications of ‘cultural exchange’ in Europe? V: This is the most relevant one. CH: It’s huge. V: But it’s not
bad, you can have a narrow topic. VJ: Yeah but which one? I am searching for a narrow street in there. CH: There’s the really obvious slant that we get
money for having cultural exchange in Europe. Culture 2000 – three different institutions in three different places across Europe…that gets money.
Something that I’ve always been told about Lithuanian artists in the 90s was that everyone just constantly travelled, going away and coming back.
VJ: That’s what happens now rather than in the 90s. VK: And it will happen in the future, so you can’t say that it has a huge impact, at least in Lithuania,
it happened before and it happens now. Just now it’s easier to get money for it. The problem is that now it is the only way to make an international
exhibition, to have at least three countries involved. Let’s go to Darius and ask him, you know, he is an artist who has experienced it. VJ: Yes if he is
coming soon. And another implication is that this exchange of Europe is totally centralised because the institutions that get involved are from the old and
well-established countries. Artists from less well-established countries find it easier to meet artists from, say, Germany than from Latvia because there is
no exchange between smaller countries. Balkan–Balkan is starting a bit but there is no Baltic–Baltic, I don’t know about Scandinavia maybe talking to
other Scandinavian countries. CH: They do because they have things like the Nordic Office, but, yeah, we don’t have a Baltic Office. I mean this is
something I am trying to address through meeting people and setting something up but it is true that there is the usual articulation is through, say,
The Netherlands or the UK. VJ: What are the other implications? CH: It does also mean that you get really arbitrary combinations of places for projects,
like �� ��������, it wasn’t Europe in a logical way – why Hungary, why Lithuania, why Germany and The Netherlands? VJ: But then again why not?
The whole project was based on selection, it was just somebody’s selection like the curators who chose artists not only from the show but elsewhere also
and not only from their countries, it was not only politically correct. CH: But there’s politically correct and there’s a deeper meaning, like some kind of
rule that shows that it’s for a reason rather than you happen to know the curators, but hey maybe that’s fine enough – and they were really great curators!
VK: Also with this policy it’s a really good thing for big art institutions, but not so good for an artist because they also ���� to travel to do something,
they have to get involved in these institutional games. VJ: The dictatorship of residencies and of exchange projects. VK: Because money goes to specific
institutions. VJ: In Vilnius in the way it’s happening with the Cultural Capital most of the money is going now towards the projects that are attached to
the cultural capital, most of the people are more or less flexible in the way they go after the money and they join the projects that are connected to the
cultural capital, and the projects are selected by a committee which again you can say is really arbitrary, or you can say very professional but then what
will happen after? And it draws so many people and attention into it that it doesn’t allow for things to happen at the same time because the priority of the
government is this one. CH: But at the same time that does lead to a much larger reach in the end, I think that is what the aim is, to put all of the resources
in and it can go so much further than if it hadn’t been for this focus on the capital. VJ: Reach? VK: But Cultural Capital is a bit different to culture 2000.
VJ: But still Cultural Capital is going towards exchange – towards visibility. VK: But in the case of Vilnius I was told that they asked to make a special
enquiry in how to position Vilnius as it is in the same year as Linz. They decided that it was better not to connect itself to Linz, to be separate, to make
something positioned differently to Linz, and this came from Europe actually so you never know. If you talk about this cultural exchange in Europe, now
you have artists and curators who can work anywhere. CH: Like you went to Cairo, I am from Britain… VK: Not so much me, but if you go to Berlin you
can be from anywhere, from Georgia, Belarus, and you can be an artist and say get money both from your home country and from where you are.
CH: It can be for some nationalities, not all. VJ: My argument with the Cultural Capital and all that was that is one example is that some initiative, some
priority of the organisation draw resources from a field that could be more varied and could produce maybe not so much but some really interesting stuff.
And some Cultural Capital projects…the institutions are so occupied by cultural exchange that there are no people working on something beyond it.
The criteria can become something crooked. CH: Definitely there is a closing down through having such an emphasis on only cultural exchange, and also
it can lead to an ambassadorial notion of the artists going off and saying ‘yes I am an artist representing all things Lithuanian’. VK: Yes, and that is all so
nationalistic, CH: It can be weird and artificial, but then again… VK: I don’t want to make only bad examples. CH: Yes, we seem to just be having
a moan! VK: We had an Australian show here, a nationalistic show…you never see good nationalistic shows. CH: That’s not necessarily true, it depends
on how they are approached. I mean if they are aiming just to be a survey show then it’s just going to fail, but if they have a slant or find an approach
within one nationality then it can be smart. VK: We are only speaking negatively. CH: Yes, lets go positive! VK: Lets find some positive implications!
CH: Some positive implications are that you can get fresh sight! You can see more things! Different ways. By going somewhere…when I did a student
exchange to Bratislava I was taken out of my very very Anglo centric context and I saw new completely different ways of making, thinking, histories and
it totally expanded and questioned everything I had preconceived and that was really fruitful. VJ: So this is a counterpoint to the constant complaint of the
artists that they cannot just sit down and make the work because in order to make they have to constantly travel or to have the education in sitespecificity. CH: But the artists don’t ���� to travel? VK: Most of them do for the shows, especially if you are Lithuanian. Maybe if you are from Berlin or
London then maybe you don’t have to travel. Maybe there are shows together. CH: So that is a question of being on the periphery. VK: I would say there
is nothing wrong with it though, most famous Lithuanian artists travel, and they travelled a lot and it happens always. Maybe not in Soviet times. Even
Linas Jablonskas, he travelled to Amsterdam and to Skopia, he’s a specific guy but still he travels. VJ: Where’s Darius? In mentioning specific guys.
CH: But then is it better to have a hermetically sealed artistic environment where people don’t travel and don’t bring fresh… VJ: No. VK: That’s what
they had in Soviet time though, a sealed environment. VJ: That was a huge country though! CH: Closed but massive! VJ: But some countries are very
much sealed away – as a British person you can go to Latvia and so on. CH: There aren’t many places whose borders are closed or that is too difficult to
go to, but I mean just as a starting point, in Soviet times you couldn’t physically get into the Soviet Union, or rather bureaucratically. VJ: Also you were
sealed into your genre. For instance if you were a graphic artist you would do graphic art, and in the scope of the Soviet Union there’s hundreds and
thousands of graphic artists to compare with so it was a completely different practice. VK: Now we would go to Western Europe, but you don’t go to
Eastern Europe, no one goes so the border just shifted. VJ: And this is why any country that does not have an institution or organised body of people who
work to Western standards is sealed somehow. You can go and try to make your stuff but it’s not… CH: Is it a new colonialism? VK: No just the
structure shifted from one to another. You can’t say it’s better or worse. CH: It’s just different. Talking about the question of politics, there’s definitely
the element of representation and exporting your cultural capitol spelt with an o as a way of raising a country’s profile a la biennials to bring people in.
Politically it can be used to change perceptions for example Turkey from being somewhere with really dodgy human rights to a place with a really vibrant
sophisticated arts scene. VK: I like this question of Istanbul and Turkish artists have become very popular now in say the past ten years. They’re not part
of the European Union, but they do get money from European foundations. CH: And that in turn helping introduce the idea of Turkey in the EU
politically. But back to the Baltic. Has the export of artists helped change the politics or is it a symptom of it? Is it a symbiosis? VJ: It has helped to
expand the notion of culture and arts here because only by travelling and seeing other contexts and getting in touch with it and getting to the information
it’s the only way we could be sitting here at CAC. VK: I would say it has not so dramatically changed because we used to have this network with the
Nordic countries, and now we are part of the EU we have shifted direction, before and still now artists travel and get involved with the international
scene. CAC was very involved with that huge network. VJ: Artists in general have to travel, that seems to be our conclusion. VK: Yes you know because
they have to install their exhibitions at least! CH: But also they come back though, like Egl� Rakauskait� she always positions herself as dealing with
local problems or ideas and she purposely came back here, and Nomeda and Gediminas Urbonas, they could go pretty much anywhere, and Deimantas
Narkevi�ius. VJ: It’s not necessary for a successful artist to be doing that because if someone is working more with the structures of knowledge or more
with common experience than with local points then they can do it anywhere, but again maybe they have to do it maybe in the middle of nature which
institutions do not reach.
CH: Catherine Hemelryk VJ: Virginija Janu�kevi�i�t� VK: Valentinas Klima�auskas
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www.the-voice-of-europe.com - work in progress since 2004
An electronic picture book by Gabriele Schettler and Martin A. Dege
You can ﬁnd out more about our project or just listen to the picture book at:
www.the-voice-of-europe.com

We’re still looking for children from several different European countries who would like to
contribute to the picture book. They should mimic the sounds of the following 5 animals in their
native language:
cow, sheep, cockerel, dog and cat
(in answer to the question: “what does a cow sound like?“).
The child should preferably be between 3 and 10 years old – but can also be older.

Call the following telephone number 0049-561-8045360. An answering machine will answer your
call. Let your child recite the animal noises after the tone. Please state the name of your country
and the forename and age of your child (in English, if possible).
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T H E M U TU A L PU R SU I T SO C I E TY

DON’T DESPAIR
Two approaches to
the noble kipper
DAWN KIPPERS
Grill under a medium temperature for about 8 minutes, skin side down.

MIDNIGHT KIPPERS
1 Put Kippers in a heatproof dish and warm in oven for 3-4 minutes.
2 Warm 1/4 bottle of scotch whisky in a pan.
3 Pour whisky over Kippers and set alight.
4 When the flames die down. you’ve cooked the kippers and they are ready to serve.
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msdm and radek community B+B boycott biennale at prague biennale
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80%

carpet series - Stúdió Gallery, 2005, Budapest
Case study for household politics:
The patterns of the carpets are statistic
tables and diagrams about the typical forms
of current gender discrimination in Hungary,
like salary differences, or weekly working
hour differences.
Waving carpets has a long tradition in the
history of female work. Women used to wave
in rugs the main turningpoints of their lives,
their dreams and the peculiarities of their
carpet 4.
environment. Now, when most of the women
are employees and work in a kind of office situation, the method of coding the
motifes is changing, but the contents is not: paralell can be drawed between the
ancient tradition of women waving carpets and the contemporary Excel table
waver/producer female office jobs, row by row, column by
column, dot by dot…
about 80%: Women earn 80% of the salary of men in the same
position with the same school degree. This avarage at some
professions can be 65% or 95% (this
later one is the agriculture sector,
where the salaries in general are so
low, that the difference by gender is
small). These datas don’t really
differ in other EU countries. (carpet 3.)
Other issues in the carpets, samples:
- The marital status of 30ies by genders, 2000
(carpet 2.): A compelling fact: around the age
of 30, the 12% of women bring their kids up
alone, whereas the 16% of men at the same
age still live in child status in their family, so
they live at home with their parents.

80%

- The avarage weekly working hours of

husbands and wifes (households where both are

Don’t have a friend, by gender

employee), 1997: The wife works 20 hours more a week than her husband,
this extra comes mainly from the houshold work.

- Comparing the diagram ’gender distribution of university students
in 1980 and 2003’ (a) With the table ’Graduated employees by
profession groups and by gender in 2001 (b)’ (carpet 1.) Both

gender have got university degree in 50-50% for 25 years now, but
this proportion of men and women with university degree doesn’t

follow the distribution in the chief executive positions: 46% of men
with uni.degree work in leading positions (e.g. executive at a

company or at a state office), while most (53%) of the women with
uni.degree work in the low level of management or are simply
employees.

- Distribution of time spent for socialy fixed activities (work, study,

carpets 1., 2., 3.

commute) and for free activities (culture, entertainment, sport) at
women and men between the age 18-69, at an average spring day, 2000 (carpet 4.): At an average day
women spend 50 minutes more for working and commuting than man, this way the later got 50 mins
more time left for free activities.
Anikó Szövényi
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